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ABSTRACT
The core of personalized news recommendation is accurate match-
ing between candidate news and user interest. Most existing news
recommendation methods usually model candidate news from its
textual content and model users’ interest from their clicked news,
independently. However, a news article may cover multiple aspects
and entities, and a user may have multiple interests. Independent
modeling of candidate news and user interest may lead to inferior
matching between news and users. In this paper, we propose a
knowledge-aware interactive matching framework for personal-
ized news recommendation. Our method can interactively model
candidate news and user interest to learn user-aware candidate
news representation and candidate news-aware user interest rep-
resentation, which can facilitate the accurate matching between
user interest and candidate news. More specifically, we propose
a knowledge co-encoder to interactively learn knowledge-based
news representations for both clicked news and candidate news by
capturing their relatedness in entities with the help of knowledge
graphs. In addition, we propose a text co-encoder to interactively
learn text-based news representation for clicked news and can-
didate news by modeling the semantic relatedness between their
texts. Besides, we propose a user-news co-encoder to learn can-
didate news-aware user interest representation and user-aware
candidate news representation from the knowledge- and text-based
representations of candidate news and clicked news for better in-
terest matching. Through extensive experiments on two real-world
datasets, we demonstrate our method can effectively improve the
performance of news recommendation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Online news platforms such as Yahoo! News and Bing News, have
attracted a huge number of users to consume news information [22,
34]. However, since massive new published news articles are col-
lected by these platforms every day, users often have difficulties in
finding the news information they need [35, 47]. Personalized news
recommendation techniques, which aim to help users find their
interested news, usually play an essential role in online news plat-
forms to alleviate the information overload of users [1, 33]. Thus, the
study on personalized news recommendation has attracted much
attention from both academia and industry [1, 2, 11, 14, 20, 43, 46].

Accurate matching between user interest and candidate news
is critical for personalized news recommendation [32, 33]. Exist-
ing methods usually model candidate news from its textual infor-
mation, and infer user interest from user’s click history, indepen-
dently [22, 38]. For example, Wu et al. [35] independently applied
a word-level attention network with a personalized query to learn
representations of candidate news its title and applied a news-level
personalized attention network to learn user interest representation
from clicked news. They further performed the inner product of
user interest representation and candidate news representation for
interest matching. However, a candidate news article may contain
multiple aspects and entities [19, 34], and a user may have multiple
interests [33]. Thus, independent modeling of candidate news and
user interest may be inferior for the interest matching [32].

Our paper is motivated by the following observations. First, a
candidate news may cover different aspects and entities, and a user
may have multiple interests. For example, the candidate news in
Fig. 1 is related to a movie and a technical corporation, and covers
several entities, i.e., “Movie Cats” and “Netflix”. Besides, the example
user in Fig. 1 is interested in different areas such as politics, sports,
and entertainment. In addition, we can find the candidate news can
only match a specific user interest, i.e., entertainment, and user
interest can only match a specific candidate news aspect, i.e., movie.
Thus, it is inferior for matching user interest with candidate news
if they are independently modeled. Second, the matching between
user interest and candidate news is usually implied in the matching
between texts of clicked news and candidate news. For instance,
we can infer the user may be interested in candidate news from
the semantic relatedness between text “trending song” in clicked
news and “popular movie” in candidate news since both of them
are popular work. Third, with the help of the knowledge graph, the
matching between entities in clicked news and candidate news is
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user’s clicked news candidate news

entity-level matching

text-level
matching

···

Cats is the most popular movie
in the Netflix this week

Style is the trending song 
in iTunes this week

···

···

···

4 teams that could trade 
for Cordy Glenn

Biden chooses Blinken as 
Secretary of State

Figure 1: An example of user’s clicked news and candidate
news with their entities on the knowledge graph.

also informative for understanding user interest in candidate news.
For example, we can find the entity “Song Style” in clicked news has
inherent relatedness with the entity “Movie Cats” in candidate news
since the former is the song of the Taylor and the chief actress of
the cats movie is also Taylor, from which we can infer the user may
have interest in the candidate news. Thus, exploiting the relatedness
between clicked news and candidate news at both text and entity
levels effectively is beneficial for interest matching.

In this paper, we propose a knowledge-aware interactive match-
ing framework for personalized news recommendation (named
KIM). Our method can interactively model candidate news and
user interest to learn candidate news-aware user interest repre-
sentation and user-aware candidate news representation to match
user interest and candidate news more accurately. In the frame-
work, we propose a knowledge co-encoder to model user interest
in candidate news from the relatedness between entities in clicked
news and candidate news with the help of knowledge graphs. More
specifically, we first propose a graph co-attention network to learn
representations of entities from the knowledge graph by selecting
and aggregating their neighbors which are informative for interest
matching. We further propose to use an entity co-attention net-
work to interactively learn knowledge-based representations of
both clicked news and candidate news by capturing relatedness
between their entities. Moreover, we also propose a text co-encoder
to interactively learn text-based representations for user’s clicked
news and candidate news by modeling semantic relatedness be-
tween their texts. The unified representation of news is formulated
as the aggregation of its knowledge- and text-based representa-
tion. In addition, we further propose a user-candidate co-encoder
to build candidate news-aware user interest representation and
user-aware candidate news representation from representations
of clicked news and candidate news to better model user interest

candidate news. Finally, the candidate news is ranked based on the
relevance between representations of candidate news and user inter-
est. We conduct extensive experiments on two real-world datasets
and show that our method can effectively improve the performance
of news recommendation and outperform other baseline methods.

2 RELATEDWORK
Personalized news recommendation is an important task for on-
line news services [5, 18] and has been widely studied in recent
years [15, 17, 25, 31, 36, 37, 42, 44]. Existing methods usually model
candidate news from its content and model user interest from
clicked news independently, and then recommend candidate news
based on its matching with user interest [6, 33, 34, 38, 39]. For ex-
ample, Okura et al. [22] represented candidate news from its bodies
via a de-noising auto-encoder and represented user interest from
user’s click history via a GRU network, independently. They further
performed dot product between representations of user interest and
candidate news to measure their relevance. Wu et al. [38] adopted
a multi-head self-attention network for modeling candidate news
from its title and anothermulti-head self-attention network formod-
eling user interest from user’s click history. Liu et al. [19] proposed
to learn knowledge-based candidate news representation from en-
tities in news title and their neighbors on the knowledge graph
and learn user interest representation from user’s clicked news
via an attention network. In addition, these methods also used dot
product to model the relevance between user interest and candidate
news. In general, a candidate news may cover multiple aspects and
entities [19, 34], and a user may have multiple interests [33]. Only a
part of candidate new aspects and user interests are usually useful
for matching user interest with candidate news. However, these
methods model candidate news and user interest independently,
which may be inferior for the further interest matching. Different
from these methods, in KIM we propose a knowledge-aware inter-
active matching framework to interactively model candidate news
and user interest with the consideration of their relatedness, which
can better match user interest with candidate news.

Some methods model user interest in a candidate-aware way [33,
47]. For example, Wang et al. [33] proposed to learn news represen-
tations from embeddings of aligned words and entities in news titles
via a multi-channel CNN network and applied a candidate-aware
attention network to learn user interest representation by aggre-
gating representations of clicked news based on their relevance
with candidate news. They further used a dense network to model
the relevance of user interest and candidate news. Zhu et al. [47]
proposed to learn news representations from words and entities
in news titles via multiple CNN networks and learn user interest
representations from historical clicks via a LSTM network and an
candidate-aware attention network. They adopted cosine similarity
of user interest and candidate news representation to model their
relevance. In fact, candidate news may contain multiple aspects
and entities [19, 34] and only a part of them may match user in-
terest. However, these methods model candidate news without the
consideration of the target user, which maybe inferior for further
matching user interest with candidate news. Different from these
methods, our KIM method models candidate news with the con-
sideration of target user. In addition, these methods model clicked
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Figure 2: The news recommendation framework and knowledge-aware news co-encoder of the KIM method.

news and candidate news without the consideration of their re-
latedness, which may also be suboptimal for further measuring
relevance between candidate news and user interest inferred from
clicked news. Different from these methods, KIM can interactively
learn representations of both clicked news and candidate news for
better interest matching.

3 METHODOLOGY
We first introduce the problem definition of personalized news
recommendation. Next, we introduce our knowledge-aware inter-
active matching framework for personalized news recommendation
(named KIM).

3.1 Problem Formulation
Given a user 𝑢 and a candidate news 𝑛𝑐 , we need to compute the
relevance score 𝑧 measuring the interest of user 𝑢 in the content of
candidate news 𝑛𝑐 . Then different candidate news are ranked and
recommended to user 𝑢 based on their relevance scores. The user
𝑢 is associated with the set of his/her clicked news. Each news 𝑛
is associated with texts 𝑇 of its texts and entities 𝐸 in its texts. Be-
sides, there is a knowledge graph G used to provide the relatedness
between entities. It contains entities and relations between entities.
Each entity 𝑒 in G is associated with its embeddings e pre-trained
based on the knowledge graph. In our method, we only utilize the
links between entities to represent their relatedness and do not
utilize the specific relations (e.g., located_at).

3.2 Framework of KIM
In this section, we introduce the news recommendation framework
of KIM, which can interactively model candidate news and user
interest for better interest matching. As illustrated in Fig. 2, KIM
contains two major modules. The first one is a knowledge-aware
news co-encoder, which interactively learns the knowledge-aware
representations of a user’s clicked news and the candidate news by
capturing their relatedness at both text and entity levels. The second
one is a user-candidate co-encoder, which interactively learns can-
didate news-aware user interest representation u and user-aware
candidate news representation c from the representations of user’s

clicked news and candidate news generated by the knowledge-aware
news co-encoder. Finally, we match candidate news with user inter-
est based on the relevance between the candidate news-aware user
interest representation and user-aware candidate news representa-
tion. Next, we introduce each module in detail.

3.3 Knowledge-aware News Co-Encoder
In this section, we introduce the framework of the knowledge-aware
news co-encoder, which interactively learns representations of a
user’s clicked news𝑛𝑢 and candidate news𝑛𝑐 from texts and entities
of their texts. As shown in Fig. 2, it contains three sub-modules.
The first one is a knowledge co-encoder (denoted as Φ𝑘 ), which
interactively learns knowledge-based representations k𝑢 ∈ R𝑑𝑘

and k𝑐 ∈ R𝑑𝑘 for clicked news 𝑛𝑢 and candidate news 𝑛𝑐 from the
relatedness between their entities based on the knowledge graph:

[k𝑢 ,k𝑐 ] = Φ𝑘 (𝐸𝑢 , 𝐸𝑐 ), (1)

where 𝑑𝑘 denotes knowledge-based news representation dimen-
sions, 𝐸𝑢 and 𝐸𝑐 denote entities in news 𝑛𝑢 and 𝑛𝑐 respectively.
The second one is a text co-encoder (denoted as Φ𝑡 ), which interac-
tively learns text-based representations t𝑢 ∈ R𝑑𝑡 and t𝑐 ∈ R𝑑𝑡 for
news 𝑛𝑢 and 𝑛𝑐 to model user interests in candidate news from the
semantic relatedness between their texts:

[t𝑢 , t𝑐 ] = Φ𝑡 (𝑇𝑢 ,𝑇𝑐 ), (2)

where 𝑑𝑡 denotes text-based news representation dimensions, 𝑇𝑢
and 𝑇𝑐 denote texts of news 𝑛𝑢 and 𝑛𝑐 respectively. Finally, we
project the knowledge- and text-based representation of the same
news to learn the unified news representation:

n𝑢 = P𝑛 [t𝑢 ;k𝑢 ], n𝑐 = P𝑛 [t𝑐 ;k𝑐 ], (3)

where n𝑢 ∈ R𝑑𝑛 denotes the knowledge-aware representation
of user’s clicked news 𝑛𝑢 , n𝑐 ∈ R𝑑𝑛 denotes the corresponding
knowledge-aware representation of candidate news 𝑛𝑐 , 𝑑𝑛 denotes
news representation dimensions, [·; ·] denotes the concatenation
operation, and P𝑛 ∈ R𝑑𝑛×(𝑑𝑡+𝑑𝑘 ) is the trainable projection matrix.

3.3.1 Knowledge Co-Encoder. We introduce the proposed knowl-
edge co-encoder, which interactively learns the knowledge-based
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Figure 4: The architecture of the GCAT network.

representations of user’s clicked news 𝑛𝑢 and candidate news 𝑛𝑐 .
It aims to better represent these news for interest matching from
relatedness between entities 𝐸𝑢 and 𝐸𝑛 in user’s clicked news and
candidate news with the help of the knowledge graph G. As shown
in Fig. 3, it contains three components. To summarize the infor-
mation for each entity in 𝐸𝑢 or 𝐸𝑐 from their neighbors within
𝐾 hops, we first utilize a graph attention (GAT) network [29]
stacked 𝐾 layers to learn their representations, which are denoted
as M𝑢 = {m𝑢

𝑖
}𝐷
𝑖=1 ∈ R𝑑𝑘×𝐷 and M𝑐 = {m𝑐

𝑖
}𝐷
𝑖=1 ∈ R𝑑𝑘×𝐷 respec-

tively, where 𝐷 is the number of entities in news.
The second one is a stacked graph co-attention (GCAT) network

proposed in this paper. Note that an entity usually has rich re-
latedness with different entities on the knowledge graph [7, 30].
Besides, relatedness among entities usually provides different in-
formativeness to model the relatedness between clicked news and
candidate news for interest matching. For example, Fig. 1 shows
the entity “Movie Cats” has many neighbor entities, such as its
director “James”, chief actor “Hooper”, chief actress “Taylor” and so

on. Only the entity “Taylor” is informative for modeling the related-
ness between clicked news and candidate news since it is also the
singer of the entity “Song Style” in clicked news. To better select
informative relatedness between entities for matching candidate
news with user interest, we propose a graph co-attention network
(GCAT) stacked 𝐾 layers to learn match-aware representations for
entities in news 𝑛𝑢 and 𝑛𝑐 . Take an entity 𝑒 in news 𝑛𝑢 as example,
the 𝑙-th graph co-attention network shown in Fig. 4 learns its repre-
sentation by aggregating representations of its neighbors guided by
entities in news 𝑛𝑐 . More specifically, we first apply a multi-head
self-attention network [28] to the representations of its neighbor
entities generated by the (𝑙 − 1)-th GCAT network1 to model the
conceptual relatedness between different neighbor entities. Next,
we propose a match-aware attention network to aggregate neighbor
entities of entity 𝑒 based on their relevance with entities in news
𝑛𝑐 measured by a relevance matrix I𝑢 ∈ R𝐷×𝐵 :

I𝑢 = M𝑇
𝑐 W

𝑐
𝑐 Ĝ𝑙 , (4)

where Ĝ𝑙 = {ĝ𝑙𝑖 }𝐵𝑖=1 ∈ R𝑑𝑘×𝐵 denotes representations of neighbor
entities generated by the self-attention network, 𝐵 denotes the
number of neighbors, andW𝑐

𝑐 ∈ R𝑑𝑘×𝑑𝑘 is trainable weights. Then
the attention vector v𝑢 ∈ R𝐵 of neighbor entities is calculated as:

v𝑢 = q𝑇𝑒 · tanh(W𝑐
𝑠 Ĝ

𝑙 +W𝑐
ℎ
M𝑐 𝑓 (I𝑢 )), (5)

where 𝑓 denotes the softmax activation which normalizes each
column vector of the input matrix, q𝑒 ∈ R𝑑𝑞 denotes the trainable
attention query, 𝑑𝑞 denotes its dimensions, W𝑐

𝑠 ∈ R𝑑𝑞×𝑑𝑘 and
W𝑐

ℎ
∈ R𝑑𝑞×𝑑𝑘 are trainable weights. Then we aggregates neighbors

of entity 𝑒 into a unified representation ĝ𝑙 ∈ R𝑑𝑘 :

ĝ𝑙 =
𝐵∑︁
𝑖=1

_𝑢𝑖 ĝ
𝑙
𝑖 , _𝑢𝑖 =

exp(𝑣𝑢
𝑖
)∑𝐵

𝑗=1 exp(𝑣𝑢𝑗 )
(6)

where 𝑣𝑢
𝑖
is the 𝑖-th element of vector v𝑢 and _𝑢

𝑖
denotes the atten-

tion weight of the 𝑖-th neighbor entity. Finally the representation
g𝑙 ∈ R𝑑𝑘 of the entity 𝑒 generated by the 𝑙-th GCAT network is for-
mulated as: g𝑙 = P𝑒 [ĝ𝑙 ; g𝑙−1],whereP𝑒 ∈ R𝑑𝑘×2𝑑𝑘 is the projection
1The input of the 1-th GCAT network are the initialized embeddings of each entity.
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matrix. In this way, the GCAT network stacked 𝐾 layers can learn
match-aware representations S𝑢 = {s𝑢

𝑖
}𝐷
𝑖=1 ∈ R𝑑𝑘×𝐷 for entities

in user’s clicked news by capturing the relatedness between their
neighbors within 𝐾 hops and entities in candidate news, where
s𝑢
𝑖
is the representation of the 𝑖−th entity in clicked news 𝑛𝑢 . In a

symmetrical way, we can learn the match-aware representations
S𝑐 = {s𝑐

𝑖
}𝐷
𝑖=1 ∈ R𝑑𝑘×𝐷 of entities in candidate news from related-

ness between their neighbors and entities in clicked news, where
s𝑐
𝑖
is the representation of the 𝑖−th entity in candidate news 𝑛𝑐 .
The third one is an entity co-attention network. Entities in

clicked news and candidate news usually have different informa-
tiveness for interest matching. For example, according to Fig. 1,
in clicked news, the entity “Song Style” is more informative than
the entity “iTunes” for matching user interest with candidate news
since the entity “Song Style” has inherent relatedness with the
entity “Movie Cats” in candidate news. Thus, we apply an entity co-
attention network to interactively learn knowledge-based represen-
tations for news 𝑛𝑢 and 𝑛𝑐 by capturing relatedness between their
entities. In detail, we first calculate an affinity matrix C𝑒 ∈ R𝐷×𝐷

to measure the relevance among entities in news 𝑛𝑢 and 𝑛𝑐 :

C𝑒 = S𝑇𝑐 W
𝑘
𝑐 S𝑢 , (7)

where W𝑘
𝑐 ∈ R𝑑𝑘×𝑑𝑘 is the trainable weights. Then we calculate

attention vectors a𝑢 , a𝑐 ∈ R𝐷 of entities in news 𝑛𝑢 and 𝑛𝑐 :
a𝑢 = q𝑇

𝑘
· tanh(W𝑘

𝑠 S𝑢 +W𝑘
ℎ
S𝑐 𝑓 (C𝑒 )), (8)

a𝑐 = q𝑇
𝑘
· tanh(W𝑘

𝑠 S𝑐 +W𝑘
ℎ
S𝑢 𝑓 (C𝑇

𝑒 )), (9)
where q𝑘 ∈ R𝑑𝑞 is the trainable attention query, andW𝑘

𝑠 ∈ R𝑑𝑞×𝑑𝑘 ,
W𝑘

ℎ
∈ R𝑑𝑞×𝑑𝑘 are trainable weights. Finally we obtain knowledge-

based representations k𝑢 ∈ R𝑑𝑘 and k𝑐 ∈ R𝑑𝑘 of clicked news and
candidate news by aggregating their entities respectively:

k𝑢 =

𝐷∑︁
𝑖=1

𝛼𝑢𝑖 s
𝑢
𝑖 , 𝛼𝑢𝑖 =

exp(𝑎𝑢
𝑖
)∑𝐷

𝑗=1 exp(𝑎𝑢𝑗 )
, (10)

k𝑐 =

𝐷∑︁
𝑖=1

𝛼𝑐𝑖 s
𝑐
𝑖 , 𝛼𝑐𝑖 =

exp(𝑎𝑐
𝑖
)∑𝐷

𝑗=1 exp(𝑎𝑐𝑗 )
, (11)

where 𝛼𝑢
𝑖
and 𝛼𝑐

𝑖
denote the attention weight of the 𝑖-th entity in

news 𝑛𝑢 and 𝑛𝑐 respectively.

3.3.2 Text Co-Encoder. As shown in Fig. 3, text co-encoder in-
teractively learns the text-based representations for user’s clicked
news 𝑛𝑢 and candidate news 𝑛𝑐 . It aims to better model user in-
terests in candidate news from relatedness between texts of their
texts (𝑇𝑢 and𝑇𝑐 ). We first independently learn contextual represen-
tations for words in texts 𝑇𝑢 and 𝑇𝑐 . More specifically, take texts
𝑇𝑢 as an example, we first convert it into an embedding vector se-
quence T𝑢 ∈ R𝑑𝑔×𝑀 via a word embedding layer, where 𝑑𝑔 denotes
word embedding dimensions, and𝑀 denotes the number of words
in texts. Next, since both local and global contexts are important
for text modeling [34, 38], we apply a CNN network [12] and a
transformer network [28] to T𝑢 to learn both local- and global-
contextual word representations respectively, i.e., L𝑢 ∈ R𝑑𝑡×𝑀 and
J𝑢 ∈ R𝑑𝑡×𝑀 . Then, we add the local- and global-contextual repre-
sentations of each word and obtain their unified representations
H𝑢 = {h𝑢𝑖 }𝑀𝑖=1 ∈ R𝑑𝑡×𝑀 , where h𝑢𝑖 ∈ R𝑑𝑡 is the representation of

the 𝑖-th word in texts 𝑇𝑢 . Besides, we can learn contextual word
representations H𝑐 = {h𝑐𝑖 }𝑀𝑖=1 ∈ R𝑑𝑡×𝑀 for texts 𝑇𝑐 in the same
way, where h𝑐𝑖 ∈ R𝑑𝑡 is the 𝑖-th word representation in texts 𝑇𝑐 .

Finally, note that different semantic aspects in clicked news
and candidate usually have different importance for matching user
interest with candidate news [40]. For example, given a clicked
news “Apple’s plans to make over-ear headphones.”, it contains two
semantic aspects, i.e., “Apple’s product plan” and “headphones”. The
former is important for matching user interest with candidate news
“The best headphones of 2020.” since users interested in headphones
may click both of them. While the latter is important for matching
user interest with candidate news “iPhone 12 cases buyer’s guide.”
since users interested in the product of Apple may read them. Thus,
we apply a text co-attention network [26, 41] to interactively learn
text-based representations of news𝑛𝑢 and𝑛𝑐 by capturing semantic
relatedness between their texts for interest matching . Specifically,
we first calculate the affinity matrix C𝑡 ∈ R𝑀×𝑀 measuring the
semantic relevance between different words in texts 𝑇𝑢 and 𝑇𝑐 :

C𝑡 = H𝑇
𝑐 W

𝑡
𝑐H𝑢 , (12)

whereW𝑡
𝑐 ∈ R𝑑𝑡×𝑑𝑡 is the trainable weights. Then we compute the

attention vector b𝑢 ∈ R𝑀 and b𝑐 ∈ R𝑀 for words in user’s clicked
news and candidate news respectively based on C𝑡 :

b𝑢 = q𝑇𝑡 · tanh(W𝑡
𝑠H𝑢 +W𝑡

ℎ
H𝑐 𝑓 (C𝑡 )), (13)

b𝑐 = q𝑇𝑡 · tanh(W𝑡
𝑠H𝑐 +W𝑡

ℎ
H𝑢 𝑓 (C𝑇

𝑡 )), (14)
where q𝑡 ∈ R𝑑𝑞 is the trainable attention query,W𝑡

𝑠 ∈ R𝑑𝑞×𝑑𝑡 and
W𝑡

ℎ
∈ R𝑑𝑞×𝑑𝑡 are trainable parameters. Finally, we learn text-based

representations t𝑢 ∈ R𝑑𝑡 and t𝑐 ∈ R𝑑𝑡 of news 𝑛𝑢 and 𝑛𝑐 :

t𝑢 =

𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1

𝛽𝑢𝑖 h
𝑢
𝑖 , 𝛽𝑢𝑖 =

exp(𝑏𝑢
𝑖
)∑𝑀

𝑗=1 exp(𝑏𝑢𝑗 )
, (15)

t𝑐 =

𝑀∑︁
𝑖=1

𝛽𝑐𝑖 h
𝑐
𝑖 , 𝛽𝑐𝑖 =

exp(𝑏𝑐
𝑖
)∑𝑀

𝑗=1 exp(𝑏𝑐𝑗 )
, (16)

where 𝛽𝑢
𝑖
and 𝛽𝑐

𝑖
is weight of the 𝑖-th word in texts 𝑇𝑢 and 𝑇𝑐 .

3.4 User-Candidate Co-Encoder
We introduce our proposed user-candidate co-encoder, which learns
candidate news-aware user interest representation and user-aware
candidate news representation from representations of user’s clicked
news and candidate news. Usually, interests of a user is diverse,
and only part of them can be matched with a candidate news [21?
]. Thus learning candidate news-aware user interest representa-
tion can better model user interest for matching candidate news.
Similarly, a candidate news may cover multiple aspects, and a user
may only be interested in part of them [34, 35]. Thus learning
user-aware candidate news representation is also beneficial for in-
terest matching. Thus, we apply a news co-attention network to
learn candidate news-aware user representation and user-aware
candidate news representation. More specifically, we first calculate
the affinity matrix C𝑛 ∈ R𝑁×𝑁 based on the representations of
user’s clicked news N𝑢 = {n𝑢

𝑖
}𝑁
𝑖=1 ∈ R𝑑𝑛×𝑁 and candidate news

N𝑐 = {n𝑐
𝑖
}𝑁
𝑖=1 ∈ R𝑑𝑛×𝑁 to measure their relevance:

C𝑛 = N𝑇
𝑐 W

𝑛
𝑐N𝑢 , (17)
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where 𝑁 denotes the number of clicked news, n𝑢
𝑖
∈ R𝑑𝑛 denotes

the representation of user’s 𝑖-th clicked news, n𝑐
𝑖
∈ R𝑑𝑛 denotes the

corresponding representation of candidate news, andW𝑛
𝑐 ∈ R𝑑𝑛×𝑑𝑛

is the trainable weights. Then we compute the attention vector
r𝑢 ∈ R𝑁 and r𝑐 ∈ R𝑁 for the representations of user’s clicked
news and candidate news based on the affinity matrix:

r𝑢 = q𝑇𝑛 · tanh(W𝑛
𝑠 N𝑢 +W𝑛

ℎ
N𝑐 𝑓 (C𝑛)), (18)

r𝑐 = q𝑇𝑛 · tanh(W𝑛
𝑠 N𝑐 +W𝑛

ℎ
N𝑢 𝑓 (C𝑇

𝑛 )), (19)

where q𝑛 ∈ R𝑑𝑞 denotes the trainable attention query, W𝑛
𝑠 ∈

R𝑑𝑞×𝑑𝑛 andW𝑛
ℎ
∈ R𝑑𝑞×𝑑𝑛 are the trainable weights. The candidate

news-aware user representation u ∈ R𝑑𝑛 and user-aware candidate
news representation c ∈ R𝑑𝑛 are formulated as:

u =

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

𝛾𝑢𝑖 n
𝑢
𝑖 , 𝛾𝑢𝑖 =

exp(𝑟𝑢
𝑖
)∑𝑁

𝑗=1 exp(𝑟𝑢𝑗 )
, (20)

c =
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

𝛾𝑐𝑖 n
𝑐
𝑖 , 𝛾𝑐𝑖 =

exp(𝑟𝑐
𝑖
)∑𝑁

𝑗=1 exp(𝑟𝑐𝑗 )
, (21)

where 𝛾𝑢
𝑖
and 𝛾𝑐

𝑖
denote attention weight of n𝑢

𝑖
and n𝑐

𝑖
respectively.

3.5 Relevance Modeling and Model Training
Following Okura et al. [22], we adopt dot product of candidate
news-aware user representation u and user-aware candidate news
representation c to measure the relevance 𝑧 ∈ R of user interest
and candidate news content, i.e., 𝑧 = u𝑇 · c. Candidate news are
further recommended to the user based on their relevance scores.

Next, we introduce how we train the KIM method. We utilize
the negative sampling technique [8, 10] to construct the training
datasetS, where each positive sample is associated with𝑈 negative
sample randomly selected from the same news impression. Then,
we apply the NCE loss [23] to formulate the loss function:

L = − 1
|S|

|S |∑︁
𝑖=1

log(
exp(𝑧𝑖+)

exp(𝑧𝑖+) +
∑𝑈

𝑗=1 exp(𝑧𝑖𝑗 )
), (22)

where 𝜎 denotes the sigmoid function, 𝑧𝑖+ denotes the relevance
score of the 𝑖-th positive sample, and 𝑧𝑖

𝑗
denotes the relevance score

of the 𝑗-th negative sample selected for the 𝑖-th positive sample.
Finally, we briefly discuss the computational complexity of KIM.

Different from the methods that model user and candidate news
independently, KIM calculates representations of clicked news and
candidate news collaboratively, which requires more computation
resources because these representations cannot be prepared in
advance. Fortunately, in practice we can calculate contextual word
embeddings H and entity embeddingsM of different news offline
and cache them to save the computational cost.

4 EXPERIMENT
4.1 Datasets and Experimental Settings
In this section, we evaluate the performance of different methods
based on a public dataset [45] (named MIND2) and another dataset
(named BING) constructed by user logs collected from Bing news
2We used the small version for quick experiments.

Table 1: Detailed statistics of theMIND and BING.

MIND BING
# Users 50,000 50,605
# Impressions 320,775 210,000
# Clicks 489,350 473,697
# News 73,897 1,126,508
Avg. # words in news title 11.78 11.90
Avg. # entities in news title 2.86 0.99
Avg. # neighbors in KG 18.21 18.09

feeds.3 MIND was constructed by six-week user logs sampled from
Microsoft News during Oct. 12 to Nov. 22, 2019, where the training
and validation set were constructed by user logs in the fifth week,
and the test set was constructed by user logs in the sixth week.
In MIND dataset, entities in news titles were extracted and linked
to WikiData automatically. Their embeddings were trained based
on the knowledge tuples extracted from WikiData via the TransE
method [3]. The BING dataset was constructed by thirteen-week
user logs during Jan. 23 to Apr. 01, 2020, where the training and
validation set were constructed by 100,000 and 10,000 impressions
randomly sampled from the first ten weeks respectively, and the
test set was constructed by 100,000 impressions randomly sam-
pled from the last three weeks. Following Wu et al. [45], in BING
dataset we also extracted entities in news titles and pre-trained
their embeddings based on the WikiData. In these two datasets, we
used news titles as news texts, and only used entities in news titles.
Besides, we used WikiData as the knowledge graph in experiments.
It contained 3,275,149 entities, 20 types of relations and 29,824,585
links between entities. More detailed statistics is listed in Table 1.

Next, we introduce all hyper-parameters of KIM and experiment
settings. For each news, we only used the first 30 words and 5 en-
tities in news titles. We randomly sampled 10 neighbors for each
entity from the knowledge graph. Besides, we only used the re-
cent 50 clicked news of each user. The word and entity embedding
vectors were initialized by 300-dimensional glove embeddings [24]
and 100-dimensional TransE embeddings [3], respectively. Due to
limitation of GPU memory, we only fine-tuned word embeddings
and did not fine-tune entity embeddings in experiments. In text
co-encoder, the transformer contained 10 attention heads and output
vectors of each head were 40-dimensional. Besides, the CNN net-
work contained 400 filters. In knowledge co-encoder, all multi-head
self-attention networks in the graph attention and co-attention
networks contained 5 attention heads, and all of these heads output
20-dimensional vectors. Besides, all attention queries in KIM were
set to 100-dimension. For effective model training we applied the
dropout technique [27] with 0.2 dropout probability. We sampled 4
negative samples for each positive sample. We utilized Adam opti-
mizer [13] to train KIM for 6 epochs with 5× 10−5 learning rate. All
hyper-parameters of KIM and other baseline methods were selected
based on the validation dataset. We will release our codes imple-
mented for these algorithms. Following previous works [34], we
evaluated performance of different methods based on four ranking
metrics, i.e., AUC, MRR, nDCG5, and nDCG10.

3Codes and data are released in https://github.com/JulySinceAndrew/KIM-SIGIR-2021.
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Table 2: Performance of different methods on the two real-world datasets. *We perform a t-test on these results and KIM
method significantly (at the level p < 0.01) outperforms all baseline methods.

MIND BING
AUC MRR nDCG@5 nDCG@10 AUC MRR nDCG@5 nDCG@10

EBNR 61.28±0.27 27.77±0.21 30.10±0.28 36.75±0.24 63.44±0.39 27.97±0.25 32.01±0.32 37.57±0.35
DKN 64.08±0.12 29.06±0.16 31.82±0.11 38.52±0.14 62.91±0.26 28.08±0.20 32.20±0.24 37.75±0.22
DAN 65.14±0.16 30.04±0.20 32.98±0.22 39.52±0.19 62.65±0.49 27.79±0.32 31.79±0.40 37.37±0.39
NAML 64.21±0.20 29.71±0.13 32.51±0.20 39.00±0.12 64.24±0.38 28.81±0.21 33.06±0.28 38.52±0.29
NPA 63.71±0.27 29.84±0.12 32.40±0.19 39.02±0.20 63.69±0.75 28.51±0.47 32.74±0.64 38.27±0.62

LSTUR 65.51±0.29 30.22±0.31 33.26±0.38 39.76±0.34 64.66±0.33 29.04±0.26 33.44±0.32 38.82±0.30
NRMS 65.36±0.21 30.02±0.11 33.11±0.15 39.61±0.14 65.15±0.13 29.29±0.12 33.78±0.13 39.24±0.13
KRED 65.61±0.35 30.63±0.27 33.80±0.24 40.23±0.27 65.47±0.07 29.59±0.04 34.15±0.05 39.69±0.05
FIM 64.46±0.22 29.52±0.26 32.26±0.24 39.08±0.27 65.67±0.20 29.83±0.24 34.51±0.31 39.97±0.25
KIM 67.02±0.14 31.30±0.26 34.57±0.32 41.09±0.25 66.45±0.13 30.27±0.09 35.04±0.09 40.43±0.12

4.2 Performance Evaluation
We compare KIM with several state-of-the-art personalized news
recommendation methods, which are listed as follow: (1) EBNR [22]:
representing user interest from user’s click history via a GRU net-
work [4]. (2)DKN [33]: applying amulti-channel CNN network [16]
to embeddings of aligned words and entities in news titles to learn
news representations. (3) DAN [47]: learning news representations
from words and entities of news titles via a CNN network, and
learning user interest representations via an attentive LSTM net-
work [9]. (4) NAML [34]: learning news representations from news
titles, bodies, categories, and sub-categories via multiple attentive
CNN networks. (5) NPA [35]: using attention networks with per-
sonalized attention queries to learn news and user representations.
(6) LSTUR [1]: modeling shot-term user interests from user’s recent
clicked news via a GRU network and modeling long-term user inter-
est via user ID embeddings. (7) NRMS [38]: modeling news content
and user click behaviors via multi-head self-attention networks.
(8) KRED [19]: learning representations for news from the entities
in news and their neighbors in the knowledge graph via a graph
attention network. (9) FIM [32]: matching user and news from texts
of users’ clicked news and candidate news via CNN networks.

We repeat different experiments five times and list the average
performance of different methods and corresponding standard de-
viations in Table 2. First, we can find KIM significantly outperforms
other baseline methods which independently model candidate news
and user interest without consideration of their relatedness, LSTUR,
NRMS and KRED. This is because a user may be interested in multi-
ple areas, and a candidate news may also contain multiple aspects
and entities. Thus, it is difficult for these methods to accurately
match user interest and candidate news since they are indepen-
dently modeled in these methods. Different from these methods, in
our KIM method we propose a knowledge-aware interactive match-
ing framework to interactively model user interest and candidate
news. Our KIM can effectively incorporate relatedness between
clicked news and candidate news at both text and entity levels for
better interest matching. Second, KIM also outperforms baseline
methods which model user interest with the consideration of candi-
date news, such as DKN, DAN. This is because candidate news may
cover multiple aspects, and a user may only be interested in a part

of them [34, 35]. However, these methods model candidate news
without the consideration of the target user, which may be inferior
for further matching candidate news with user interest. Different
from these methods, our KIM can model candidate news with tar-
get user information. Besides, in these methods clicked news and
candidate news are also independently modeled from their content
without consideration of their relatedness, which may be subop-
timal for further measuring the relevance with candidate news
and user interest inferred from clicked news. Different from these
methods, in our KIM we propose a knowledge co-encoder and a text
co-encoder to interactively learn knowledge-aware representations
of both clicked news and candidate news.

4.3 Ablation Study
In this section, we conduct two ablation studies to evaluate the
effectiveness of KIM. We first evaluate the effectiveness of different
information, i.e., texts and knowledge, for news content modeling.
Due to space limitation, we only show the experimental results on
the MIND dataset in the following sections. The experimental re-
sults are shown in Fig. 5, from which we have several observations.
First, removing texts seriously hurts the performance of KIM. This
is because texts usually contain rich information on news content
and are vitally important for news content understanding [45]. Re-
moving texts makes the news representations lose much important
information and cannot model news content accurately. Second,
removing knowledge (i.e., entities and their neighbors in the knowl-
edge graph) in news content modeling also makes the performance
of KIM decline significantly. This is because textual information
is usually insufficient to understand news content [19, 33]. Fortu-
nately, knowledge graph contains rich relatedness between different
entities. Moreover, relatedness between entities in user’s clicked
news and candidate news can provide rich information beyond texts
for understanding user interest in candidate news. Thus, incorpo-
rating entity information into personalized news recommendation
has the potential to improve the accuracy of recommendation.

Next, we evaluate the effectiveness of several important co-
attention networks in KIM by replacing them with attention net-
works individually. Fig. 6 shows the experimental results, from
which we have several findings. First, after removing the news
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Figure 5: Performance of KIM with dif-
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Figure 7: Performance of KIM and
its variants with different knowledge
modeling methods.

co-attention network in user-candidate co-encoder, the performance
of KIM gets worse. This is because user interest may be diverse, and
only a part of user’s clicked news is informative for modeling the
relevance between user interest and candidate news [33]. Besides,
candidate news content may contain multiple aspects and a user
may be interested in only a part of them. Thus, learning candidate
news-aware user interest and user-aware candidate news repre-
sentation via a news co-attention network can better capture user
interest in candidate news. Second, removing the text co-attention
network also hurts the performance of KIM. This is because seman-
tic relatedness between clicked news and candidate news can help
understand user interest in candidate news. Besides, a candidate
news or a clicked news usually contains multiple aspects, and only
a part of them is useful for the interest matching. Thus, it is difficult
to effectively capture the relatedness of clicked news and candi-
date news at text level if their texts are independently modeled.
Thus, interactively learning text-based representations of clicked
news and candidate news via a text co-attention network can better
capture relatedness between them for matching user interest with
candidate news. Third, removing both the graph co-attention net-
work and entity co-attention network makes the performance of
KIM decline. This is because relatedness between clicked news and
candidate news at entity level is also very informative for interest
matching. Besides, it is also suboptimal for interest matching if the
method represents clicked news and candidate news from their
entities independently. In KIM method, both the graph co-attention
network and entity co-attention network are used to capture relat-
edness between entities of clicked news and candidate news in an
interactive way, which can incorporate rich information into KIM
model for interest matching.

4.4 Effectiveness of Knowledge Modeling
We evaluate the effectiveness of the knowledge co-encoder in KIM
by comparing KIM with its variations which independently model
clicked and candidate news from their entities. The first one is
Average, which averages embeddings of entities in news and their
neighbors within 𝐾 hops as the knowledge-based news representa-
tions. The second one isKCNN, which learns knowledge-based news
representations from entities and their neighbors via the KCNN
network proposed in DKN [33]. The third one is KGAT, which uses
a knowledge graph attention network proposed in KRED [19] to
learn knowledge-based news representations from entities in news

and their neighbors on the knowledge graph. Besides, all of these
variations have the same text modeling method with KIM for fair
comparisons. Fig. 7 shows the experimental results.

First, Average has the worst performance among these methods.
This is because different entities in news and their neighbors usu-
ally have different informativeness for news content understanding.
Since Average ignores the relative importance of different entities,
it cannot effectively model news content based on entities. Sec-
ond, KGAT outperforms KCNN. This is because there is usually
conceptual relatedness between different neighbors of an entity.
KCNN only uses the average embeddings of neighbors of entities in
news to enhance their representations and ignores such relatedness.
Different from DKN, KGAT utilizes a graph attention network to
model the relatedness between neighbor entities, which can learn
more accurate entity representations. Third, KIM significantly out-
performs all of baseline methods, i.e., Avg, KCNN, KGAT. This is
because relatedness between clicked news and candidate news at
entity level can provide rich clues to infer user interests in candi-
date news. Besides, a clicked news or a candidate news may contain
multiple entities and not all of them are useful for matching user in-
terest with candidate news. However, these methods independently
model entity information for clicked news and candidate news
without consideration of their relatedness, which is suboptimal for
further matching candidate news with user interest inferred from
click history. Different from these methods, we propose a knowledge
co-encoder to interactively learn knowledge-based representations
for clicked news and candidate news from the relatedness between
their entities for better interest matching.

4.5 Influence of Hyper-parameters
We evaluate the influence of an important hyper-parameter, i.e., the
number of layers of the graph co-attention network, i.e., 𝐾 , on the
performance of KIM. Results are shown in Fig. 8, from which we
have two observations. First, the performance of KIM first increases
with the increase of 𝐾 . This is because the relatedness between
entities in clicked news and candidate news is informative for un-
derstanding user interest in candidate news. Besides, the GCAT
network stacked for 𝐾 layers can incorporate neighbors of entities
in clicked news and candidate news within 𝐾 hops for learning
their representations. When 𝐾 is too small, the relatedness between
user’s clicked news and candidate news cannot be fully explored
based on their entities, which is harmful to the recommendation
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Figure 8: Model performance under different number of lay-
ers of the graph co-attention network, i.e., 𝐾 .

accuracy. Second, when 𝐾 is too large, the performance of KIM
begins to decline. This is because when 𝐾 becomes too large, too
many multi-hop neighbors are considered when modeling the relat-
edness between user’s clicked news and candidate news. This may
bring much noise to the KIM model and hurt the recommendation
accuracy. Thus, a moderate value of 𝐾 , i.e., 2, is suitable for KIM.

4.6 Case Study
We conduct a case study to show the effectiveness of KIM by
comparing it with LSTUR and KRED. We compare LSTUR since
it achieves the best performance (Table 2) among baseline methods
which model news content from pain news texts. Besides we com-
pare KRED since it achieves the best performance (Table 2) among
knowledge-aware baseline methods. We show the reading history
of a randomly sampled user, and the news recommended by these
methods in the same impression where the user only clicked one
candidate news in Fig. 9, from which we have several observations.
First, both KRED and KIM rank the candidate news clicked by the
user higher than LSTUR. This is because it is difficult to understand
the relevance of user interest and candidate news from the textual
information of user’s clicked news and candidate news. However,
since Miley Cryus is a representative singer of country music, on
the knowledge graph we can find that the entity “Country Music”
in the first clicked news of the user has a link with the entity “Miley
Cryus” in the candidate news clicked by the user. Thus, based on the
information provided by the knowledge graph, KRED and KIM can
better understand the relevance of user interest and candidate news.
Second, KIM ranks the candidate news clicked by the user higher
thanKRED. This is because both of these two entities have rich relat-
edness with many other neighbor entities on the knowledge graph.
For example, besides “Miley Cyrus”, the entity “Country Music”
also has relatedness with many other representative singers such
as “Bob Dylan”, “Talyor Swift”, and so on. In addition, the entity
“Miley Cryus” also has relatedness with the entities of other areas
which “Miley Cryus” is skilled in, such as “rock music”, “dance-pop”
and so on. However, it is difficult for KRED which independently
model user’s clicked news and candidate news to accurately cap-
ture the useful relatedness between entities of clicked news and
candidate news for interest matching. Different from KRED, KIM
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Figure 9: An illustrative case of news recommended by dif-
ferent methods. The news in blue is the news clicked by the
user in this impression.

uses a knowledge co-encoder to interactively represent clicked news
and candidate news from their relatedness at entity level, which
can better capture user interest in candidate news than KRED.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a knowledge-aware interactive matching
framework for personalized news recommendation (named KIM).
The framework aims to interactively model candidate news and
user interests for more accurate interest matching. More specif-
ically, we first propose a graph co-attention network to model
entities based on the knowledge graph by selecting and aggregat-
ing the information of their neighbors which are informative for
interest matching. We also propose to use an entity co-attention
network to interactively model clicked news and candidate news
from relatedness between their entities. Besides, we propose to use
a text co-attention network to interactively model clicked news
and candidate news from semantic relatedness between their texts.
Moreover, we propose a user-candidate co-encoder to learn candi-
date news-aware user representation and user-aware candidate
news representation to better capture the relevance between user
interest and candidate news. We conduct extensive experiments on
two real-world datasets. The experimental results show that our
KIM method can significantly outperform other baseline methods.
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